Interactions and Structure of the Nuclear Pore Complex Revealed by Cryo-electron Microscopy
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Abstract. Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) play a central role in mediating nucleocytoplasmic transport and exchange processes in eukaryotic cells. The arrangement and interactions of NPCs within amphibian nuclear envelopes have been studied using cryo-electron microscopy of unfixed and frozen hydrated specimens. The nuclear lamina in Necturus forms an orthogonal network with crossover distances which vary between 1,600 and 4,000 Å and which may be related to the basic filament repeat of lamins. Furthermore, the NPCs are attached randomly within the confines of the lamin network, presumably by their nucleoplasmic rings. Image analysis of edge-on and en face projections of detergent-extracted NPCs has been combined with data on the coaxial thin rings to provide a quantitative evaluation of the triple ring model of NPC architecture proposed previously (Unwin, P. N. T., and R. Milligan. 1982. J. Cell Biol. 93:63-75). Additional details of the complex have been visualized including an intimate association of the inner spoke domains as an inner spoke ring, extensive domains within the spokes and coaxial thin rings, and interestingly, a central channel-like feature. Membrane-associated NPCs and detergent-extracted NPCs both possess peripherally located radial arms resulting in an effective diameter of ~1,450-1,500 Å. In projection, the radial arms possess approximate mirror symmetry suggesting that they originate from both sides of the assembly. Moreover, membrane-associated NPCs are asymmetric at most radii and right-handed as viewed from the cytoplasm; detergent-extracted NPCs appear to be symmetric and have ~822 symmetry. Taken together, the data suggests that the framework of membrane-associated NPCs is perturbed from a symmetrical configuration, either during isolation of nuclei or by interactions with the lamina and the nuclear envelope in vivo. However, detergent extraction of nuclei appears to result in a more symmetrical alignment of components in apposing halves of the assembly.

The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a supramolecular assembly which spans the double-membrane system of the nuclear envelope in eukaryotic cells. Nucleocytoplasmic movements of ions, small molecules, and macromolecules are presumably mediated by the NPC and microinjection experiments suggest an exclusion limit of ~90 Å for passive exchange (4, 10, 46, 47). Recent studies have shown that a permanent nuclear localization signal is present in some large proteins which are imported into the nucleus (7, 12, 33, 48; but also see references 11, 45 for recent reviews). Furthermore, initial rates of protein import into Xenopus oocyte nuclei have been shown to be both saturable and sensitive to competition, indicating that transport is a receptor-mediated process (29). Nucleocytoplasmic transport has also been observed in reconstituted nuclei and is temperature dependent (42), requires ATP (42, 43), and is inhibited by wheat germ agglutinin (19). In addition, Feldherr and co-workers (18) have shown that the import of large nucleoplasmin-coated gold particles occurs through a centrally located region of the pore complex; thereby demonstrating that transport need not involve an unfolding of macromolecules smaller than ~260 Å in diameter. Ribosomal precursors and RNPs containing mRNAs and tRNAs are also exported from the nucleus by way of the NPC (15, 39, 53, 60) and the export of tRNAs has been characterized as a carrier-mediated translocation process (61).

The number of polypeptides which comprise the NPC is not known; however, a major glycoprotein of the NPC-lamina fraction, gp-190, has been localized to the periphery of the pore complex by immuno-electron microscopy and postulated to act as a membrane anchor (28). The carbohydrate moiety of gp-190 is presumably located in the cisternal space between nuclear leaflets as demonstrated by preferential binding of FITC-Con A to broken nuclei (19, 59). Recently, a second major class of eight novel glycoproteins which contain O-linked N-acetyl glucosamines and bind the transport

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: CTF, contrast transfer function; NPC, nuclear pore complex.
Materials and Methods

General

Female amphibians were obtained from Nasco Biologicals (Fort Atkinson, WI). *Xenopus laevis* were maintained in tanks an ambient room temperature; *Necturus maculosus* were kept at 4°C under minimal light conditions during the egg-bearing season and fed feeder goldfish every 7-10 d. Mature oocytes were surgically removed from either species after sedation by immersion in tricaine solutions (0.5 and 0.3 g/liter, respectively) for ~20 min. Oocytes were dissected from ovary clusters, rinsed, and stored on ice in Barth’s saline (30) with 0.2 mM MgCl₂ for 1-6 h before use.

**Specimen Preparation and Cryo-electron Microscopy**

Nuclei were isolated by extrusion under gentle pressure through holes formed in the animal hemisphere of the oocytes with a blunt needle. Adhering granular cytoplasm was then removed by gentle back and forth pipetting within a 100-μl silanized microcapsule. In some instances, the nuclei were detergent extracted with 0.1% Triton X-100 as described (58). The nuclei or nuclear ghosts were subsequently transferred in low salt buffers onto appropriate support grids which were previously glow discharged in amyl amine (13). The nuclei were then gently splayed open with fine glass needles and allowed to become firmly adhered to the grids; the nucleoplasm was then removed. Cryo-specimens were prepared by blotting followed by rapid freezing in liquid nitrogen-cooled ethane slush and were subsequently stored in liquid nitrogen (14). Samples were loaded into a Gatan, Inc. cryostage (model 626 mark I, Warrendale, PA) under liquid nitrogen and transferred to a Philips Electronic Instruments, Inc. electron microscope (model 400T, Mahwah, NJ) equipped with an additional two-bladed anticontaminator (32). After sublimation of the solid ethane layer, the specimens were cooled to ~177°C and minimal dose images (one to two electrons per angstrom squared) were recorded from areas in amorphous ice with the low dose kit. Micrograph pairs were taken at magnifications of 10,000-13,000 at 80 kV with a 50-μm objective aperture and nominal defocus values of 6.4 and 19.2 μm. The position of the first zero of the contrast transfer function in the initial micrograph used for processing occurred at a spacing of ~1/50 reciprocal angstroms. Magnifications were obtained by calibrating the specimens z-height, as a function of in-focus objective lens current using a replica line grating (Pelco, Inc., Tustin, CA; 21,600 line/mm). Subsequently, the in-focus current was recorded from an external meter (designed by C. Toyoshima, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA) for all micrographs and used to calculate a z-height adjusted magnification.

**Image Processing**

Micrograph selection criteria included the usual constraints on astigmatism and drift; initial images were processed if a large proportion of the NPCs were circular and demonstrated eighthfold symmetry in the second more highly defocused image. As observed previously for large structures, only specimens totally embedded in amorphous ice were well preserved (41). Additional constraints on the calculation of averages were imposed by sample heterogeneity and distortions; therefore, only 15-40% of the NPCs were taken for processing from the best images and a single projection map (in all 25 separate averages were determined) was always obtained from a series of micrographs from adjacent areas of the same specimen grid (usually the same grid hole). This insured that local conditions at the time of freezing were comparable for all the NPCs in a given average. Complete micrographs were densitometered on a Perkin-Elmer Corp. microdensitometer (Norwalk, CT) 1010A, at a sample step and aperture size of 25 μm in blocks of roughly 1,500 × 1,500 pixels. Particles for analysis were chosen from images displayed on an AED-S12 or -1024 with a program written to do displays and interactive particle selection from a single particle image processing program (SPIDER)-formatted files, outside of the SPIDER driver (21). Appropriately windowed and masked particles (routinely 100-350 at a time) were rotationally aligned by angular cross-correlation in real space and centered by cross-correlation against a reference obtained from an eightfold average of an initial refinement of ~100 particles. In addition, alignments were also done in which the initial references were not eightfold averaged. The resulting maps were essentially identical to those from averages which were calculated with enforced references. Alignment parameters for the datasets usually converged in two to three iterations. Refined projection maps were eightfold averaged and maps resulting from 20-30 NPCs demonstrated a visual convergence of major structural features when compared with the final 200-300 particle datasets. The final database contains ~5,000 aligned pore complexes. The resolution of the projection maps is typically ~60-70 Å as determined by Fourier ring correlation in SPIDER. In some cases it appears to be limited by an inherent flexibility of the complex coupled with a variability of the center channel region. A summary of the datasets is given in Table I. Some heterogeneity was observed in averages of membrane.
Table I. Summary of NPC Projection Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Form*</th>
<th>Structures</th>
<th>NPCs</th>
<th>Redundancy§</th>
<th>Films</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Necturus</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>3,280</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necturus</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>4,032</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenopus</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>5,240</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All‡</td>
<td>M and D</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5,029</td>
<td>40,232</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* D, detergent-extracted form; M, membrane-associated form.
† Data for the entire database (excluding the rings and edge-on views) are presented in this category.
‡ Total number of rotationally equivalent units in point group 8.

Associated NPCs from *Necturus* which appeared to be correlated with the osmotic conditions at the time of freezing. However, the major features in maps of membrane-associated NPCs presented herein are representative of all the datasets.

**Effect of the Contrast Transfer Function (CTF)**

In this study, projection maps of NPCs were obtained from micrographs of defocused specimens (6.4 μm); hence the predominant source of image contrast in these images should be phase contrast (16, 57). The effect of the CTF on the interpretability of image features in the resulting averaged maps was evaluated. Paired micrographs of detergent-extracted NPCs were recorded at 10- and 22-μm defocus and processed in parallel. After alignment and correction of the images for a 2.5% change in magnification, the amplitude ratios from the molecular transforms in the resolution range of 1/40–1/90 Å were compared as a function of defocus and the contribution of amplitude contrast was evaluated essentially as described by Toyoshima and Unwin (57). The data indicated a contribution of 6-10% amplitude contrast in agreement with values determined at higher resolution (57). As a test, images were subsequently corrected a number of ways including: (a) using 7% amplitude contrast; (b) using 20% amplitude contrast; and (c) by adding images taken at the two rather different defocuses after low pass filtering to their first zero in the CTF. After correction, the relative strengths of image features were altered (as expected) and the radial positions of most peaks in the maps were unchanged except near the particle centers. This latter effect is due to the truncation of higher resolution components in the more highly defocused image which affect the position of these near axis peaks. Modulation of the true image transform by the CTF acts to boost the high resolution components in the image. In general, the shapes of features were similar though their boundaries were less sharp. The micrographs used in this study were chosen for their preservation of a central channel feature in the NPCs and this feature was present in reconstructions from both the 10- and 22-μm defocused images. Features very near the center of the maps should be correct as long as a proper defocus is used in recording the micrograph, such that all image frequencies in the resulting average above the background level are transmitted with the proper relative phase. All the images processed in this work fulfilled this criteria. In as much as the original projection maps are reasonably accurate representations of the projected density, these maps are presented in this work without modification.

**Results**

In this report I will first present data on the arrangement of NPCs and the lamina network in *Necturus* nuclear envelopes. Subsequently, data will be presented which allows a quantitative evaluation of the triple ring model of NPC architecture (58). Finally, projection maps of both detergent-extracted and membrane-associated NPCs will be compared and a revised architectural model is presented in the Discussion.

**Arrangement of the Nuclear Envelope**

The amphibian oocyte provides a remarkable system to study the structure and function of the nuclear envelope and its ma-

Figure 2. A low magnification image of a spread nuclear envelope from *Necturus* is shown in amorphous ice. The NPCs are packed in square arrays in many areas, as the result of their interactions with the underlying lamina. Some areas have undergone demembranation due to osmotic swelling (V, vesicles). In areas of membrane loss some nucleoplasmic rings are retained (NR). The NPCs are often packed in tetragonal and hexagonal arrays (T and H). Some membrane-associated particles are also present between the NPCs and may correspond to ribosomes. Bar, 10,000 Å.
Figure 3. (a) An area of osmotically shocked nuclear envelope caught in various stages of disassembly. NPCs in membrane islands are well preserved in amorphous ice (MI). In some regions the cytoplasmic rings and spoke assemblies have been lost leaving behind the nuclear plemic rings (NR), the inner nuclear membrane (INM), and the lamina (L). (b) An area of osmotically shocked nuclear envelope from Necturus is shown in which the lamina is orthogonally arrayed with a crossover repeat of \(~3,000-4,000\ \text{Å}\). Note that the NPCs left associated with the lamina are still packed in their own islands of nuclear envelope. Bars: (a) 2,500 Å; (b) 5,000 Å.

The NPC packing density in spreads of nuclear envelopes from *Xenopus* and *Necturus* may approach \(30-45 \text{ NPCs/μm}^2\) representing the density achieved in square arrays (*Necturus*) and hexagonal packing (*Xenopus*). A typical highly ordered area of nuclear envelope from a *Necturus* oocyte, in amor-
 morphous ice, is presented in Fig. 2. The NPCs tend to align locally in rows and tetragonal arrays (Fig. 2, T) with less regular areas interspersed. Based on observations of ~500 nuclei, the global arrangement of NPC domains in Necturus nuclei consists of large dense-packed continents of NPCs surrounded by membrane areas of lower NPC density and less regular packing. In some instances the dense-packed areas may be hexagonally packed (Fig. 2, H) rather than square packed. The reasons for this large scale segregation phenomenon are not known, but may reflect lamina organisation and, to some extent, the deformation resulting from osmotic swelling during isolation. The amphibian nucleus is sensitive to osmotic shock: during preparation some areas undergo vesicularization and demembranation with the concomitant loss of NPCs (Fig. 2, R), leaving behind the lamina meshwork and in some cases the attached nucleoplasmic coaxial rings from the NPC (see Fig. 2, NR, and model in Fig. 1).

NPC–Lamina Interactions

The nuclear lamina in Xenopus oocytes can form a network of orthogonally arrayed filaments with an average crossover spacing of 520 Å (2) and is composed primarily of lamin III (35). The lamina is thought to possess attachment sites for the inner nuclear membrane (22, 24) and chromatin (36). The lamina is masked in images of intact nuclear envelopes embedded in amorphous ice (for example see Fig. 9); however, the underlying lamina becomes visible after demembranation using either osmotic shock (see Fig. 3, a and b) or detergents (Fig. 4, a and b). The NPC is attached to the nuclear lamina (1, 2, 54) and images of osmotically shocked nuclei often demonstrate regions where the cytoplasmic coaxial rings and spoke assemblies have been lost, leaving the nucleoplasmic coaxial rings attached to the lamina and, in some instances, a sheet of the inner nuclear membrane (see Fig. 3 a).

A low magnification image of a Necturus nuclear envelope which has been Triton X-100 extracted and embedded in amorphous ice is shown in Fig. 4 a. The lamina forms an array of filaments as indicated by the series of arrows in Fig. 4 b (view the figures at a glancing angle). The lamina network has crossover spacings of between 1,600 and 2,000 Å and the NPCs are localized randomly between the lamina strands. Finally, the arrangement of ordered NPC-lamina domains forms a mosaic pattern. A second type of lamina packing observed in spread nuclei is shown in Fig. 3 b. In these areas, the average crossover spacings vary widely with a mean of 3,000–4,000 Å. The larger arrays do not appear to simply result from specimen deformations; the arrays are uniform and associated islands of NPCs and membranes show no indication of having been stretched.

A regular alignment of the lamina was previously demonstrated in Xenopus oocyte nuclei and proposed for rat liver nuclei (2). The existence of related lamina arrays in Necturus oocyte nuclei confirms the observation in Xenopus; however, a general packing model for the lamina with a defined crossover spacing awaits further investigation. Conceivably, a small family of lattice nets with crossover distances related to the 520-Å repeat of the lamins may exist (2, 20). The lattices in Necturus are roughly three- to eightfold larger than in Xenopus. Furthermore, ordered arrays of NPCs have been reported in freeze-etched root tip nuclei from Selaginella kraussima (55) with average spacings of 2,800 Å in either square or hexagonal arrays. The observed distances are too great for NPC–NPC interactions, but may represent a specific arrangement of NPCs on an ordered lamina. In general, the observation of ordered NPCs with lattice constants greater than ~1,500 Å may suggest a periodic underlying lamina; however, the low surface density of NPCs in most eukaryotic nuclei (37) may preclude the formation of ordered NPC arrays.

Edge-on Views and Rings

The structure of the NPC has been studied over a period of ~20 yr and architectural models have evolved as improvements in specimen preparation and computational analysis have been made. Elements of the early models of Franke (22) and Roberts and Northcote (49) have recently been incorporated into the triple ring model proposed by Unwin and Milligan (40, 58). This model is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and consists of a central ring of massive spokes (reduced in size for clarity), framed top and bottom by two thin coaxial rings. The data presented in the following two sections allows a qualitative evaluation of this model. In this work, the noncrystallographic image averaging methods developed by Frank (21) have been applied to micrographs of specimens preserved in frozen aqueous buffers (14). Initially, the projected structures of edge-on views of the intact NPC and isolated thin rings are described and this data is subsequently combined with averages of intact NPCs viewed along the eightfold axis.

Detergent extraction of nuclei results in nuclear ghosts comprised of lamina and attached NPCs (1). Occasionally, the NPCs flip over to give a trilamellate edge-on view and more rarely oblique views (see insets 1, 2, and 4 of Fig. 4 b). A projection map from 23 edge-on views is presented in Fig. 5 a. All maps in this work are presented as greyscale images with protein regions white. The eightfold symmetry axis of the NPC when viewed from the side (at 90°), degenerates into a twofold axis of symmetry for any view. The initial edge-on average also demonstrated well-defined two-fold symmetry about the horizontal axis relating apposing halves of the assembly. Both symmetries have been incorporated in the map in Fig. 5 a. However, the resulting map is similar in all features to the original average. The dimensions of the NPC viewed edge-on are 1,200 × 730 Å. The central thick band of density corresponds to the spoke assembly as seen in thin sections (49). Furthermore, the trilamellate motif has been observed previously in negatively stained preparations of detergent-extracted NPCs (40, 58) and tilting experiments indicated that the central band of density behaves as expected for a ring of spokes. The two outer bands presumably correspond to the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic coaxial rings as observed in oblique views (see inset 4, Fig. 4 b; also references 40, 58). In support of this assignment, the density modulation observed in the outer bands closely mimics that expected for a ring of subunits whose long axes are aligned circumferentially and viewed edge-on (see below). A further confirmation of the triple ring architecture of the NPC is obtained from edge-on views of partially disassembled NPCs attached to the lamina. In well preserved areas of detergent-extracted NPCs, the edge-on views are
Figure 4. (a) A low magnification image of a detergent-stripped and spread nuclear envelope from *Necturus* is shown. The NPCs form arrays as the result of their interactions with the periodic lamina. (b) A higher magnification image of a portion of the field shown in a. The packing of the lamina strands is indicated by arrows, arrayed approximately at right angles. The overall appearance is like that of checkers on a checkerboard, with the NPCs packed between the lamina strands (average spacing is 1,900 ± 190 Å). (Insets 1 and 2) Trilamellate edge-on views from an area of well preserved detergent-extracted NPCs. (Inset 3) Bilamellate edge-on views of two adjacent NPCs in a poorly preserved area. (Inset 4) An oblique view of a detergent-extracted NPC attached by its nucleoplasmic ring to the lamina. (Inset 5) NPCs from a distorted area show that the inner spoke ring remains intact while the outer spokes and vertical supports are disordered, presumably as the result of their loss of the cytoplasmic coaxial rings. In insets 1–4 the length of the edge-on views is 1,200 Å. Inset 5 is the same scale as b. Bars, 2,500 Å.
Figure 5. (a) Map of edge-on view from 23 NPCs. Protein is white. (b) Map of en face view of lamina-associated rings (n = 46). Two subunit domains are indicated. (c) Map of negatively stained cytoplasmic rings (n = 103). The rings are strongly modulated with four internal domains within the rotationally equivalent unit. The center density is an artifact of negative staining and does not represent protein structure. (d) Map of inner nuclear membrane-associated rings (n = 18). The ring subunit has three internal domains in equivalent positions to those observed in the negatively stained rings.

trilamellate; edge-on views in poorly preserved areas are usually bilamellate (see the two adjacent "half" NPCs in inset 3 of Fig. 4 b). The NPCs appear to preferentially lose their cytoplasmic coaxial rings and this may be correlated with the disordered appearance of the en face views.

Thin coaxial rings are sometimes observed in osmotically shocked nuclear envelopes which are undergoing disassembly. The rings appear to be attached to the lamina; hence, they may represent nucleoplasmic rings. As shown in Fig. 3 a, the rings are sometimes found in association with the lamina and a sheet of the inner nuclear membrane. Images of 46 lamina-associated rings and 18 membrane-associated rings were aligned and averaged separately and the projection maps are presented in Fig. 5, b and d. For comparison, a micrograph of negatively stained rings obtained by dissociating rings from the cytoplasmic face of the nuclear envelope was analyzed (58; micrograph provided by P. N. T. Unwin, Stanford University School of Medicine). The map from 103 cytoplasmic rings is presented in Fig. 5 c. The two ring averages from specimens in amorphous ice are qualitatively similar but also show significant differences. Both structures have approximately bilobed subunits with their long axis (~470 Å) aligned circumferentially. The outer edge of the ring in Fig. 5 b is smoother and the arrangement of the two domains differs from that in Fig. 5 d. Furthermore, the ring in Fig. 5 b is conspicuously missing the outer domain (marked 3) in the map in Fig. 5 d. The reasons for the differences in the two maps are not understood, but maps of half datasets gave similar results. The projected structure of negatively stained cytoplasmic rings agrees well with the map in Fig. 5 d. Both have a jagged, external edge and their subunits have three similarly positioned domains (marked 1–3). However, the cytoplasmic rings have a pronounced cleft of stain between domains 1 and 2 (see arrow) and an additional domain at the inner radii (see asterisk, Fig. 5 c). Conversely, the nucleoplasmic rings appear to have a more pronounced sub-
Figure 6. Individual and global averages of detergent-extracted NPCs are shown as projection maps. (a) A representative average from 84 particles (one structure) is presented. The contrast has been reversed and corresponds to that found on the original negatives, protein is white. Major structural features of the NPC include the inner spoke domain (IS), the outer spoke domain (OS), the vertical supports (VS), the coaxial rings viewed en face (R), and the radial arms (RA). In addition, a weakly contrasted central pore is visible. (b) Projected structure of 115 NPCs. Note the presence of a hollow central channel-like feature. The position of the twofold axes in a rotationally equivalent unit are indicated by dashed and arrowed lines. (c) A third projection of the detergent-extracted form (n = 211). (d) Average of three separate maps (n = 410). The weaker features in the maps are well preserved between the different structures. The various domains are labeled as in a. T, central transporter; P, central pore.

unit division circumferentially. A three-dimensional reconstruction of intact NPCs may resolve the question of whether the apposing rings have somewhat altered structures. However, the subunits of the nucleoplasmic rings may have undergone a progressive structural change during disassembly of the nuclear envelope before imaging. Finally, the observation of edge-on views of intact and half NPCs and of the nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic rings, supports the triple ring model of NPC architecture proposed by Unwin and Milligan (58).

Detergent-extracted NPCs

Detergent-extracted NPCs (410 in three separate datasets) were subjected to alignment and single particle averaging (21) and the resulting maps are presented in Fig. 6. As
deduced previously (40, 58), detergent-extracted NPCs possess ~822 symmetry in projection. This implies that the packing of the major components within the NPC is determined by an axis of eightfold rotational symmetry aligned perpendicular to the nuclear envelope surface, coupled with an axis of twofold rotational symmetry which occurs between the inner and outer nuclear membranes and is perpendicular to the eightfold axis. In all there are two unique twofold axes repeated eight times round a circle for a total of 16. The arrangement of the twofold axes as viewed along the eightfold axis is shown in Fig. 6 b. The twofold axes when viewed from the side and in projection describe lines of mirror symmetry about which image features appear to be reflected. Mirror symmetry has not been imposed in Fig. 6; however, NPCs which demonstrated an obvious handedness were excluded from averaging as they appeared elliptically distorted or unraveled (see inset 5, Fig. 4 b). The projection map of detergent-extracted NPCs is in good agreement with a previously reported map (40) determined from ~30 negatively stained NPCs from Xenopus (possibly from annulate lamellae as there was no adhering lamina in the specimens). The reproducibility of the weakest features in the maps (i.e., the radial arms) is demonstrated by a comparison of the three separate datasets (see Fig. 6, a–c) with the total average in Fig. 6 d. In addition, a central channel-like feature is present in many NPCs in micrographs (see Fig. 7). The strength of this feature in the maps is rather variable due to differences in preservation of the particle centers and to the possible presence of multiple structures. Furthermore, maps calculated with a 7% amplitude contrast correction still retained the radial arms and the channel-like feature with a central pore (see Materials and Methods; CTF).

The domain structure of detergent-extracted NPCs can also be visualized by plotting projected densities along the two unique twofold axes in the maps (see Fig. 6 b). Fig. 8 presents a density plot along the twofold axis (marked 2 in Fig. 6 b) as a solid curve. The three spoke domains are readily resolved (i.e., IS, OS, and VS/R) and the similarity of the curve about the particle center is another measure of the preservation of mirror symmetry about the twofold axes in the averaged map. In addition, the central pore and a weak smeared density corresponding to the NPC transporter (3) is observed (Fig. 6, P and T). The density plot along the twofold axis (labeled 2' in Fig. 6 b) is presented as a dashed curve. The connecting density between the inner spoke domains (IS, Fig. 6) is clearly resolved as are the densities for the rings and the radial arms (Fig. 6, R and RA).

Overall, the structure of the detergent-extracted NPCs allows an insight into the three-dimensional architecture of the pore complex when combined with edge-on views and data.

| Table II. Spacings of NPC Components Viewed En Face or Edge-on |
|-----------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Inner radius | Outer radius | Peak radius | Radial length | Maximum radial width | Maximum* in Z |
| A | A | A | A | A | A |
| Transporter | 0 | 160 | | | |
| Inner spokes | 240 | 360 | 300 | 120 | 130 | |
| Outer spokes | 360 | 470 | 430 | 85 | 170 | |
| Entire spokes | 240 | 470 | | 230 | 270 | 250 |
| Vertical supports | 490 | 600 | 540 | 110 | | |
| Coaxial rings | 400 | 600 | | 200 | 470 | 100–130 |
| Radial arms | 600 | 720–760 | | ~160 | ~80 | |
| Membrane border | | | 360–470 | | |

* Vertical dimensions were obtained from edge-on views.
from the coaxial rings and this information is incorporated into the triple ring model of NPC architecture presented in the Discussion section.

**Membrane-associated NPCs**

Representative images are presented in Fig. 9 of nuclear envelopes from *Necturus* and *Xenopus* embedded in amorphous ice. In general, demembranated areas of the nuclear envelope revealed the lamina, whereas the lamina was difficult to observe in intact areas (compare Figs. 4a and 9a). A second criteria for the presence of the membrane was the appearance of a high density ring within the NPCs between radii of 360-470 Å attributable to the nuclear envelope (58). The membrane spaces between the NPCs appeared granular and as the thickness of amorphous ice decreased or the apparent salt concentration increased, the membranes became more transparent and the lamina could be observed weakly (view Fig. 9b at a glancing angle). Occasional images also had large particles presumed to be ribosomes located in the spaces between the NPCs (see Fig. 9c). In this study, direct evidence for an association of ribosomes with the cytoplasmic ring of the NPC was not obtained. However, the nuclei were unfixed and the specimen preparation conditions may not have been optimal for visualizing this association. Evidence for the triple ring model of the NPC was also obtained from fortuitous images of NPCs ejected from membrane folds and viewed obliquely (see inset, Fig. 9c).

The structure of NPCs in isolated nuclei is intrinsically more variable than that of detergent-extracted NPCs. In some cases the periphery may be decorated with large particles (6, 31, 58) and a central granule or plug may be present (22, 40, 49, 58). Therefore, specimen areas used in processing were carefully chosen. Analyses of 22 separate averages representing ~4,600 membrane-associated NPCs, indicated that the region of greatest variability (besides the central channel) corresponded to the superposition of the coaxial rings and the vertical supports. Within a given structure from a single specimen area, the image features of the NPC were extremely reproducible. In fact, maps from 20–30 NPCs gave similar results for positions and shapes of the major structural features when compared to complete datasets of

---

**Figure 7.** A montage of aligned detergent-extracted NPCs after low pass filtration which demonstrate a central channel-like feature (the NPC transporter; see reference 3). The protein is black as in original prints. Bar, 600 Å.

**Figure 8.** A plot of the projected density along the twofold axis labeled 2 in Fig. 6b is shown as a solid curve. Note that the three major domains of the central spokes are delineated including the inner spoke domain (IS), the outer spoke domain (OS), and the vertical supports (VS). The central density from the global averages of the transporter and the central pore are also apparent (T and P). A plot along the twofold axes labeled 2' in Fig. 6b is shown as a dashed curve. Weaker features of the map are easily visible and include the inner spoke ring (ISR), the coaxial rings (R), and the radial arms (RA).
Figure 9. (a) An atypical image of membrane-associated NPCs from *Necturus* in amorphous ice is shown. The NPCs are square packed very tightly (average spacing is 1,530 ± 40 Å). Protein and strongly scattering matter is dark. (b) A second typical field of membrane-associated NPCs from *Necturus* is shown. Note the granularity of the membrane spaces and very weakly contrasted lamina strands between the NPCs. The average spacing is 1,670 ± 60 Å. (c) A nuclear envelope from *Xenopus* is shown. The background is filled with roughly triangular particles similar to large ribosomal subunits (57). (Inset) An oblique view of an NPC ejected from a membrane fold at the instant of freezing. The three-ringed architecture of the NPC is apparent. Bar, 2,400 Å.

~200 particles. Representative averages of membrane-associated NPCs from *Necturus* and *Xenopus* are shown in Fig. 10, *a* and *b*. The putative position of the membrane border (Fig. 10, *B*) and the radial spokes are consistent features of all the averages. As with the detergent-extracted NPCs, the radial arms are mirror symmetric.
Features of the pore complex visualized in detergent-extracted NPCs were also observed in membrane-associated NPCs (see Fig. 10, a and c) and include the inner spoke domains (Fig. 10, IS), the outer spoke domains (Fig. 10, OS), the vertical supports (Fig. 10, VS), and the coaxial rings (Fig. 10, R). However, the membrane-associated NPCs have a handedness in contradistinction to detergent-extracted NPCs, and are always right-handed when viewed from the cytoplasm. The handedness is manifested in a radial slewing of the inner spoke domains and also in the density peaks which correspond to the juxtaposition of the outer spoke domains (Fig. 10, OS) with the membrane border. This latter asymmetric feature is masked in images photographed at the cutoff levels used in Fig. 10 to show the radial arms. The true
symmetry of the group averages of the membrane-associated NPCs in vitro is therefore eight rather than the more symmetrical 822. Furthermore, the central density associated with the NPC transporter (3) is variable in these maps, possibly as the result of the superposition of many different central motifs in the global averages.

Averages of membrane-associated NPCs from *Xenopus* were more consistent than those from *Necturus*, possibly due to similar ionic conditions during specimen freezing as the result of the smaller size of the nuclei. The average map from *Xenopus* (see Fig. 10 b) was obtained from specimens clearly devoid of large peripheral particles and therefore may represent the structure of the undecorated NPC. Many of the reconstructions from *Necturus* were qualitatively similar (data not shown). Differences in the two averages in Fig. 10, a and b, are primarily limited to the region labeled VS and may reflect perturbations of the assembly as the result of osmotic swelling during isolation of the nuclei. The magnitude of the density changes would seem to preclude the differential association of cytoplasmic particles as a principal source of the observed differences. As the result of these observations, it appears that membrane-associated NPCs in vitro are intrinsically asymmetric, possibly as the result of a conformational nonequivalence of their two halves resulting from interactions with the lamina and the nuclear envelope during isolation.

**Discussion**

**NPC–Lamina Interactions**

The nuclear lamina has been postulated to play a fundamental role in the organization of the nucleus. The lamina appears to serve as an architectural framework for the double nuclear envelope (26) and may serve as an anchoring site for interphase chromosomes (26, 36). Furthermore, the lamina may play a dynamic role in nuclear disassembly and assembly during mitosis (24, 25) because lamin association can be regulated by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation (27) and the lamina is located in a favorable position to mediate attachment of nuclear envelope vesicles onto daughter chromosomes in telophase (44, 51). Recently, it has become apparent that the lamins share many physical and structural characteristics in common with the intermediate filaments (2, 20, 38). It seems, therefore, that the physiological roles of the lamina arise from multivalent interactions with the nuclear envelope, nuclear pores, chromatin, and itself.

In this report, I have shown that the basic orthogonal lattice described for the lamina in *Xenopus* oocyte nuclei (2) also occurs in *Necturus*. However, the crossover spacings of the meshwork fall into two distinct classes. The first class appears to be responsible for the segregation of NPCs into the observed square arrays which occur in the nuclear envelope of *Necturus* with reasonably high frequency. Measured values for this repeat are probably more accurate when obtained from images of membrane-associated NPCs (Fig. 9 b; 1,670 ± 60 Å). Unusually close-packed arrays may possess a lattice repeat of 1,530 ± 40 Å (see Fig. 9 a), which probably represents the tightest possible packing of NPCs without interdigitation of their radial arms. The second class has a larger and more variable crossover repeat of ~3,000–4,000 Ä. The reason for the existence of the two types of packing is unknown, but may be related to the large scale segregation of NPCs into areas of square and hexagonal packing which coexist in *Necturus* nuclei. Alternatively, lamin networks with the 3,000–4,000-Å crossover spacing may represent an intermediate in the assembly of the smaller class of lattices.

Although the role of the lamina in anchoring the NPCs has long been known (1), the precise manner in which this occurs has not been determined. Indirect evidence for the role of an as yet unidentified protein or lamin domain which mediates attachment of the NPCs to the lamina by way of the thin nucleoplasmic coaxial rings of the NPCs is as follows. First, the NPCs tend to pack within the confines of the smaller lamin network in *Necturus*. Second, disassembly of the NPCs often results in the nucleoplasmic ring being left embedded in the lamina. Third, NPCs in detergent-extracted and spread nuclei occasionally flip over resulting in edge-on views while still apparently attached to the lamina. Fourth, averages of detergent-extracted NPCs reveal a departure from strict 822 symmetry which could arise from NPC attachment to the lamina. The data on the arrangement of the *Necturus* oocyte lamina indicates that an ordered arrangement of the lamina may be a more general feature of nuclei. However, it is apparent that the lamina lattice is not necessarily restricted to the fundamental 520-Å repeat of the lamin family observed in *Xenopus* (2). Different cell types may possess ordered lamin networks with crossovers which are multiples of the 520-Å repeat as may be the case in nuclei from root tip cells of *Selaginella kraussima* (55).

**A Modular Model of the NPC**

The NPC is the communications gateway between the nucleus and the cytoplasmic machinery of the cell. An understanding of the pivotal role of the NPC in nucleocytoplasmic transport will necessitate solving the three-dimensional structure of the assembly, possibly in different transport-related configurations. The first step in this direction requires the implementation of a method to routinely obtain well preserved specimens for analysis. Nuclei from amphibian oocytes are preferred specimens for structural and functional analyses of the NPC as the result of their amenability to microdissection and the unusually high density of NPCs achieved in their nuclear envelopes. However, the ability to obtain reproducible and meaningful structural data, both in projection and in three dimensions, has been hampered by the inherent lability of this specimen although informative images have been obtained previously in negative stain (5, 17, 40, 58). Preparation of well preserved NPCs in amorphous ice should allow a more detailed structural analysis of the complex under conditions more closely approximating the native environment.

A modular model of NPC architecture based on a colinear alignment of three rings (as opposed to annuli of discrete subunits) was first described by Unwin and Milligan (40, 58). They demonstrated that the NPC is constructed from central spoke annuli, presumably containing 16 spoke subunits, which is attached top and bottom to the coaxial nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic rings at the outer surfaces of the membranes of the nuclear envelope. Further evidence for the existence of these separate components has been obtained using negative staining (5), heavy metal shadowing (5, 54), and embedding in amorphous ice (this work). A perspective
the central spoke assembly. In projection, the radial spokes have been resolved into three distinct domains including: (a) the inner spokes which are connected circumferentially to form an inner spoke ring (Fig. 11, ISR); (b) the outer spoke domains (Fig. 11, OS), which abut against the membrane border (Fig. 11, a and b, dashed lines) near the midline of the nuclear envelope; and (c) the vertical supports (Fig. 11, VS) which connect the central spokes to the nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic coaxial rings (Fig. 11). Observations of partially disassembled NPCs both en face and edge-on, indicate that the coaxial rings are probably involved in holding the assembly together as postulated previously (40). In addition, direct evidence for the existence of an inner spoke ring was obtained in detergent-extracted NPCs.

**Membrane Position and Anchoring of the NPC**

The major role of the NPC in the cell is to mediate diffusion and transport of various molecules between the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments. To this end, the NPC must maintain the incompletely fused state of the nuclear envelope and interactions between the NPC and the nuclear membranes play a crucial role in this process. A comparison between maps of membrane-associated and detergent-extracted NPCs is presented in Fig. 10, a and c. Although there are clear similarities between the two structures, there are also differences which presumably reflect NPC–membrane interactions. The first difference concerns the weaker density of the inner spoke ring in membrane-associated NPCs. Furthermore, the inner spoke domains (Fig. 10, a and c, IS) appear to lie off center of the in-plane twofold axes (see Fig. 10 b). A full understanding of these differences must await a three-dimensional analysis. The second obvious difference concerns the regions labeled B in the two forms. The average of the membrane-associated NPCs appears to have an extra ring of superposed density between radii of 360–470 Å. The phospholipid headgroups of the nuclear membranes are expected to contribute to the unstained image (23, 56); therefore, this additional density may represent the average location of the nuclear envelope as it passes around the periphery of the NPC as observed in thin sections (6, 18, 49) and in negatively stained nuclear envelopes from *Xenopus* denuded of their NPCs (58). Interestingly, the profile of the membrane may not be strictly circular but may conform to the local contours of the NPC. The reasoning for this is as follows. The density in region B (Fig. 10, a and b) is located between the spokes at similar radii as the outer spoke domain (Fig. 10, OS; see Table II). However, the OS domain is located at the level of the fused inner and outer nuclear membranes based on thin sections (6, 18, 49) and the edge-on reconstruction of detergent-extracted NPCs. The outer density in the spokes in Fig. 5 a is weaker (as expected in a cylindrically averaged structure), but extends fully to a radius of 470 Å consistent with the boundary between the OS and VS domains. Therefore, the radial displacement of the membrane appears to be ~100 Å over a 45° arc when viewed in projection. This would require that the profile of the encircling nuclear envelope have a modest eightfold sinusoidal variation which matches the local positions of components of the NPC (see Fig. 10 c). A similar plasticity of the Sindbis viral membrane has been shown recently in which the membrane forms an icosahedral-shaped shell sandwiched between the outer spike proteins and the inner (T = 3) capsid (23).

**Figure II.** A revised model of the NPC proper, excluding details of the central transporter, is presented based on this work and thin sections (49). (a) Model of the detergent-extracted NPC presented in central cross section. The major structural domains are indicated including the inner spokes (IS), outer spokes (OS), vertical supports (VS), cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic coaxial rings (CR and NR) and the radial arms (RA). The exact attachment site of the radial arms to the NPC alongside the vertical axis is not known. However, the radial arms project out past the membrane border in projection to radii of 720–750 Å. Attachment to the vertical supports near the membrane surfaces would minimize the size of these structures needed to project outwards this distance. The position of the observed weak density corresponding to the transporter is also indicated (T) and the lamina is shown schematically (L). The entities responsible for attachment of the lamina to the NPC and the inner nuclear membrane are unknown (but see reference 50). (b) A model of detergent-extracted NPCs viewed en face is shown as a pseudo projection. The major domains are again labeled as above and the maximum radius of the membrane border is also indicated (the dashed circle [B]). The asterisk indicates positions where passive exchange of small molecules may occur. The features observed in this study including the radial arms, the inner spoke ring, and the division between the inner and outer spoke domains are shown. The precise structure of the central channel assembly (T) is not known; hence, the central pore is not shown in this model.

...
The NPCs appear to be anchored to the nuclear envelope in at least two ways. First, the NPCs are attached to the lamina (1), presumably by their nucleoplasmic coaxial rings. However, the identity of the component which tethers the lamina to the nuclear envelope is not known, but may correspond to a class of integral membrane proteins found only in the inner nuclear membrane which cross-react with the monoclonal antibody RL13 (50). Second, the radial arms (see Fig. 10, a and c) appear to be candidates for anchoring the NPCs to the nuclear envelope, possibly by spanning the nuclear membranes into the perinuclear space. Gerae and co-workers (28) have previously identified a transmembrane glycoprotein, gp-190, which binds both Con A and lentil lectins and remains with the NPC-lamina fraction after detergent extraction in low salt (as the radial arms behave in this work). Based on the abundance of the protein and immunolocalization studies using thin sections, they postulated that gp-190 might serve as an anchor for the NPC. Labeling studies are in progress to determine the nature of the radial arms; however, preliminary data suggest that Con A-gold is bound exclusively at a radius consistent with the radial arms in detergent-extracted NPCs but not in intact membranes. Therefore, the radial arms are shown in Fig. 11 a as protruding into the perinuclear space rather than extending along the membrane surface. A three-dimensional analysis will be required to unambiguously position this feature.

Confidence in the validity of the observed radial arm features can be attributed to four observations: (a) they are reproducible and occur in all 25 averages calculated in this study; (b) the radial arms are mirror symmetric within the limits of the data, implying that they originate from both halves of the NPC, whereas the observed interpore fibrils in Xenopus are cytoplasmic (54); (c) their existence is implied from a packing analysis of detergent-extracted NPC arrays (see below); and (d) eightfold averages of individual NPCs also demonstrate the radial arm motif, while the original images possess no single features which could spuriously give rise to the radial arms after symmetry averaging. The radial arms are visualized in the maps as the result of averaging over many repeats containing a weak signal, analogous to what occurs in crystallographic analysis. Furthermore, images of negatively stained square (58) and hexagonal (40) arrays of NPCs have been obtained previously and the measured interpore complex distance in these specimens is ∼1,400 Å. This value is consistent with the effective diameter of the detergent-extracted NPCs determined from averages of frozen hydrated specimens, allowing for specimen shrinkage during negative staining. The radial arms appear to be present in close-packed NPCs but are not readily visualized by negative stain without extensive averaging. In addition, both square and hexagonal arrays of NPCs can be satisfactorily modeled using NPCs with radial arms: square packing mimics the two-dimensional plane group p422 with direct radial arm-to-radial arm contacts; while the hexagonally arrayed NPCs tend to pack as dimers on a p2 lattice with a lattice angle close to 120°.

Conclusions

In summary, the triple ring model of NPC architecture proposed by Unwin and Milligan (40, 58) is in good agreement with the projection structures of the detergent-extracted NPCs observed edge-on and en face in amorphous ice. A modular construction of the complex is obviously an important feature as the NPC is disassembled and reassembled during each mitotic cycle in many eukaryotic cells (45). The high degree of 822 symmetry displayed by detergent-extracted NPCs implies that the framework of this organelle is constructed of two equivalent or nearly equivalent halves; hence, the central spoke assembly must be comprised of 16 morphological units. The observed asymmetry of membrane-associated NPCs in the best preserved specimens obtained to date may have consequences for nucleocytoplasmic transport by affecting the environment of the central channel. Alternatively, the observed asymmetry may reflect osmotically induced rearrangements incurred during isolation of the nuclei. As shown in this work, a central channel-like feature is evident in micrographs of the best preserved detergent-extracted NPCs. Furthermore, this feature can be selectively labeled with nucleoplasmin, WGA, and a monoclonal against members of the O-linked N-acetylglucosamine family of nucleoporins (3). Three-dimensional analyses of representative NPCs with and without membranes are now needed, in conjunction with a further analysis of the variable structure of the central channel.
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